Audience research, consultation and evaluation
Winchester Discovery Centre, 21/10/ 2014
Nicky Boyd Museum Consultant (Audience Research & Evaluation)
www.nickyboyd.co.uk info@nickyboyd.co.uk
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1.

Carrying out audience research, consultation and evaluation
Pros 

2.

Cons 

Evaluation as an umbrella term1

We often use the word ‘evaluation’ as a short hand, an umbrella term to cover all kinds of
information gathering. Can you describe the following ….
Evaluation

Consultation

Monitoring

Profiling
1

This section developed by Jo Graham and Nicky Boyd as part of the Museum of London’s MDO
Team’s Accreditation Plus training programme 2013
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Research

Actually evaluation involves making an informed judgement, based on evidence, about the
value and quality of a project, programme or product. We are evaluating when we want to
find out how visitors respond to ideas we have and experiences we’ve provided. What has
worked for them, why and what impact it’s had.
We talk about front end, formative and summative evaluation in order to fit evaluation
into project planning:





Front end – sounding people out before you start
Formative – testing ideas during development
Summative – was it successful?
Longer term – what do people remember about it, what’s the longer term impact?

So, if you are evaluating pilot experiences, it’s formative, if they are the real thing, the
evaluation is summative (though it may have formative elements, e.g. feedback on a school
session may mean it changes the next time it is run).
But let’s think about the other purposes of information gathering that we often call
‘evaluation.’
Consultation
Where we want to know things about our audiences and what they already know, do or
think. When we consult audiences we are not evaluating, even if we are asking for their
opinions on our plans. We are gathering their views to then make our own professional
judgement.
 Example of a consultation question: How could we develop our half-term programme
to attract more families with children under 5?
Monitoring
The systematic, regular collection of information, analysed periodically, where we want to
keep tabs on quality levels or measure change over time. We can use monitoring findings to
identify trends in visitor profile and behaviour, to quality assure, to identify areas to evaluate
and to provide statistics for accountability or advocacy.
 Example of a monitoring question: How much do our adult visitors enjoy their visit?
Profiling
A kind of monitoring, where we want to know who are visitors are, where they come from
and why they come or don’t. Usually to look at it over time.
 Example of a profiling question: Who are our current users (specifically age, sex,
grouping, ethnicity, disability and postcode)?
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Research
Where we explore fundamental ideas about visitor behaviour, especially in relation to
interventions and changes.
 Example of a research question: How do children ages 8 and under learn in
traditional museum settings?

3.

Accreditation requirements for audience research, consultation and evaluation

What are the key requirements?2

3.1.1 The museum must understand who its users and non-users are
What does this mean in practice?
You must be able to show how you know who your current users are through at least 2
different consultation methods which also inform you about their opinions of your services/
facilities.
You must also be able to identify your non-users (potential visitors, volunteers) and be
aware of any barriers that prevent them visiting through as many (or as few) different ways
that are appropriate.
In both cases, the museum will need to demonstrate how frequently this data is collected
and reviewed.
Evidence required:
This information must be evidenced through the Museum’s Forward Plan.

3.1.2 The museum must evaluate and analyse information to assess users’ needs
What does this mean in practice?
Staff and volunteers need to be able to make sense of the various qualitative and
quantitative data collected. You should be able to use this information to determine how
well the museum is meeting the needs of your current users and to assess whether there are
any barriers that can be addressed to encourage those who do not visit.
Evidence required:
You will need to describe how you use this information in less than 200 words- and attach an
example of your evaluation and analysis material to your application form.

2

Taken from South West Fed document: http://www.swfed.org.uk/resources/accreditation/users-atheir-experiences/users-and-non-users
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Scalability
The requirement to demonstrate consultation with users and non-users is scalable
depending on which type of museum you are e.g. independent museums type 1 and 2 for
example an annual visitor survey and comments cards are sufficient.

4.

Who are our users?

5.

Segmentation

What is it?

What difference does it
make?
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What are the benefits?

Collecting data that describes your users3

6.

You don’t need to include all these criteria for describing users. What you ask for will
depend on what you are trying to find out and how you intend to analyse and use the data
you collect.
You will also need to work out how you are going to capture this data, e.g., a
survey/questionnaire which could be issued to every visitor during a particular period of
time, or to every nth visitor. You could also consider using a survey which staff/volunteers
talk through with users and complete with them.


Postcode (where they live)
Postcodes can help you to identify if your users/non-users are local residents or
tourists and can also help you to find out more about patterns of usage, e.g., if you
have lots of users from a particular geographical area. Postcodes can also provide
information about other neighbourhood characteristics, without identifying
individuals. In the case of tourists you may also want to include the postcode of the
place where they are staying (consider asking for the name of the village, town or city
as they may not know the postcode).



Age groups, e.g., under 5, 6-11, 12-15, 16-19, 20-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64,
65-74, 75+
You may want to merge some of these categories, depending on your needs.



Gender, e.g. female/male or girl/boy



Ethnicity e.g.

V&A
• White British
3

Adapted from Appendix 2 from How to… Write an Audience Development Plan A guide for
museums, libraries and archives December 2006 MLA East Midlands
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
HLF
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Irish
Any other White background (please specify)
Arab (please tell us which country)
Black British
Caribbean
African
Any other Black background (please specify)
White & Black-African
White & Black Caribbean
White & Asian
Any other Mixed background (please specify)
Asian British
Indian
Bangladeshi
Pakistani
Other Asian background (please specify)
Chinese or Chinese British
Other ethnic background (please specify)

Asian (Bangladeshi, Indian, Pakistani, other)
Asian (Chinese)
Black (Caribbean, African, other)
Mixed ethnic group
White
Irish traveller (NI only)
Other

You may want to include other, more specific, categories relevant to your communities, e.g.,
travellers, Portuguese, Somali.


Disability, e.g., Do you consider yourself to have a disability? (yes/no)
You may also want to include other, more specific, categories relevant to your
communities or your service. For example, do you consider yourself to have a
disability? (please tick as many as applicable): blind/visually impaired, deaf/hard of
hearing, mobility difficulties, learning difficulties, mental health problems.



Work status/social class You might want to ask people to describe their work status
e.g., working full-time, working part-time, retired, home carer/at home with children,
permanently sick/disabled, student, unemployed, not working or other. You might
want to use the NS-SEC categories.



Type of visitor, e.g., visit alone, with family, friends, school group, visitors staying
with them, club/association/community group.



Interests/motivations/reason for visit, e.g., school visit, interest in collections, to
use computers, special event, day trip/tourist, passing by etc.



When they visit, time of year/week/day.
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Length of stay, e.g., less than one hour, one to two etc.



First visit/frequency of visit, e.g., first visit, once per week, once per month, twice a
year, once a year, more than 12 months ago etc.



What they do when they are there/activities undertaken?



What services do they use/not use?



How did they find out about the site? e.g. word of mouth, leaflet, radio/TV/press,
website, teacher, passing by, previous visit etc.
You might want to include more details, for example, which newspaper, where they
saw/picked up the leaflet etc to help you evaluate your promotional activities.



Visitor experience/satisfaction data, e.g. did you enjoy your visit? What did you
enjoy most? Can you suggest any improvements? Or questions relating to particular
aspects, e.g., reception area, seating, welcome, stock/collections, opening hours.

For education groups you might also want to include:







7.

Size of group
Year group
Type of school
Key stage
National Curriculum Core skills studied by pupils while on school visits
FSM (% Free School Meals)

Area profile

Firstly define the geographical area you want to find out about.
The kind of information you can get from Council websites and the Office for National
Statistics ….














Size of population
Age profile
Ethnic profile
Disability
Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) residents
Religion
Socio-economic profile
The local environment
Key areas of social need
Cultural participation
Transport
Crime
Housing
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ACORN
ACORN is a geodemographic segmentation of the UK’s population. It segments small
neighbourhoods, postcodes, or consumer households into 5 categories, 17 Groups and 56
Types. By analysing significant social factors and population behaviour, it provides precise
information and an in-depth understanding of the different types of people in every part of
the UK.
MOSAIC system
Mosaic UK is Experian’s people classification system, originally created by Professor Richard
Webber in association with Experian. It classifies the UK population into 15 main socioeconomic groups and, within this, 67 different types. Mosaic UK is part of a family of Mosaic
classifications that covers 29 countries including most of Western Europe, the United States,
Australia and the Far East. http://www.experian.co.uk/business-strategies/mosaic-uk.html
Finding out about schools in your local area
If want to find out about schools all Local Authorities produce data about schools in area
(and so does the DFE and OFSTED)

8.

Consultation and evaluation tools
Pros

Cons

Questionnaires

Interviews

Focus groups
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Observation/
tracking

Collecting
comments
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9.

Advantages and disadvantages of different methods (Partnership for Learning: a
guide to evaluating arts education projects Felicity Woolf ACE 1999)
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Asking the right questions guidelines4

10.

a) . Make sure all the questions are relevant
For each question consider….





Why you have included it
What information it will give you
How you will analyse the data it will give you
How you will act on the findings (after analysis)

b) Make sure you are asking the right type of questions to get the information
you need
There are two types of questions – pre-coded and open

Pre-coded questions
Pre-coded questions allow respondents to choose their answer from a range of options
(multiple-choice). They are easier to answer and easier to analyse, but harder to design. If
you pilot a set of open questions with a reasonable sized group it is likely to give you most
of the options you need to design multiple-choice questions. Make sure you include an
option for responses you may not have anticipated e.g. headed ‘other’. Pre-coded questions
can be used to find out feelings and attitudes by asking people to personally rank their level
of agreement from a list or scale you have devised e.g.
On a scale of 1 to 5 how much did you enjoy the project (please circle a number on the
scale below)?


1

2

3

4

5



With pre-coded questions it’s always a good idea to then ask participants to explain their
rating.

Open questions
Open questions allow respondents to tell you what’s important to them in their own words.
They make it possible to collect richer detail and more diverse responses but are more
difficult to analyse e.g.

4



What was the best thing about your visit /this project?



What were the benefits to you of being involved in this project?



What could be improved?

© Alison James & Nicky Boyd
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c) . Questions should be simple, short, direct and easy to understand
Don’t use terms that respondents may not be familiar with e.g.
Did you visit the numismatics hall?’
much better to ask
Did you see the coin displays?

d) Avoid double-barrelled questions
Make sure that each question gathers one piece of information only e.g. a double barrelled
question would be:
Why did you come to the Museum today and what did you think of it?

e) Make sure your questions are precise, especially relating to time
An example of an imprecise question would be:
How often do you come to the museum?
Rarely 
Now and then 



Often

A better way of asking this would be:
How often do you come to the museum?
Daily 
Weekly 
Monthly



Yearly



f) Make sure your questions don’t offend
Avoid questions that might offend such as asking respondents their age, education level or
income. It is much better to give them age or income bands, for example:
How old are you?
15-24
25-39
40-59
60+

g) Avoid leading questions
An example of a leading question might be:
Why do you think this gallery should be redisplayed?
It’s much better to ask:
Do you think this gallery should be redisplayed?
With follow-up questions:
If yes – why?
In what way?
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h) Avoid bias
When offering a set of options in response to a question, order them in a neutral and balanced
way and always include an option of ‘don’t know’ or ‘neutral’. The example below shows how
not to do it:
Circle the word which best describes the exhibition:
boring

interesting

stimulating

thought-provoking

i) Clear instructions
If you are designing a questionnaire for respondents to fill in, make sure the instructions for
answering the questions are clear e.g. tick one answer, tick as many boxes as applicable to
you etc.

11.

Write three questions for one of these scenarios:



You want to find out how to develop your half-term programme to attract more
families with children under 5?



You want to find out what you could provide for young people 14-18 years (current
non-users) to encourage them to visit?



You want to evaluate your museum tour for booked (adult) groups so that you can
train new Front of House staff to lead the tours and make improvements where
necessary.

Once you’ve written your questions think about the tools you might use.
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1.

2.

3.

12.

Planning pro-forma with examples

What do you
want to find out?

Who from

Type of
‘evaluation’

Which
tools/method
will you use?

Who is the
information
for?

Who are our current
users (specifically age,
sex, grouping,
ethnicity, disability
and postcode)?
How much do our
adult visitors enjoy
their visit?

Current
museum users

Profiling

Exit interview

ACE
Museum

Adult users

Monitoring

ACE
Museum

What do families
(current users with
children 7-11 years)
think about our pilot
Saturday morning
drop-in sessions?
How could we
develop our half-term
programme to attract
more families with
children under 5?

Current user
families (with
children 7-11)

Formative
evaluation

Voting using
counters in seethrough plastic
jars plus
comment cards
Informal
interviews and
observation

Current user
families (with
children under
5)

Consultation

Post-it notes
with questions
during current
half-term
activities

ACE
Museum

ACE
Museum
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What could we
provide for young
people 14-18 years
(current non-users) to
encourage them to
visit?

Young people
14-18 (nonusers)

Consultation

Informal
discussion at
local youth
group with
activity

ACE
Museum

Also need to think about
a) which questions will you ask
b) who is going to collect the data
c) when will they collect it
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Who is the information for?

Which tools/method will you use?

Type of ‘evaluation’

Who from

What do you want to find out?

13.
Your planning template…..
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Analysis5

14.

It is worth spending the maximum time possible analysing, interpreting and reflecting on
evaluation evidence collected. When and how often you analyse data will depend on the
evaluation tool you are using and why you are collecting the data in the first place. However,
it is good practice to analyse, interpret and use any data you collect and not to develop a
backlog. It is important to check you can make sense of the data you are collecting and that
it is providing you with useful findings at the piloting stage.
The evaluation tools selected for your project will have provided you with qualitative and/or
quantitative data. Before you start to analyse anything it is important to refer back to the
original aims and objectives of the evaluation study: what were you trying to find out? What
were the intended learning outcomes? Also, review any notes made as you went along about
your initial impressions of the evaluation process and your thoughts and feelings about it as
it develops. Look again at any evidence you may have collected from other sources. Now
look at the data you have collected:
Qualitative information - you may want to group it into categories, for example positive
and negative comments, or points made about different elements of an exhibition or
workshop. You can create your own tables or use a simple spreadsheet. It can be helpful to
make a copy of the evidence and use a highlighter pen to mark key points or useful quotes.











Record areas of agreement and disagreement between respondents.
Identify significant words and phrases.
Note themes which emerged from the discussion.
Look for patterns in the responses.
Mark anything which surprises you or is in contrast to the rest of the data.
Link the evidence back to the original aims and objectives.
Note down the key points.
Select a representative quote to illustrate each point (good and bad).
Do not attribute quotes to individuals by name.
Compare these findings to the other evidence collected.

Quantitative data is likely to be analysed using database software such as Excel or Access.
When presenting quantitative data include details of how many people were asked and how
many responded. You may choose to present responses as percentages if you had a sample
of more than 100. You can make a statement or several statements based on each question
asked. Ensure you have the evidence to support your statements.
It is useful to take time to reflect on the whole evaluation process and the evidence collected
and consider its strengths and weaknesses and lessons learned for the future. Also consider
whether there might be longer-term impacts which should be assessed at a later stage.
There is no point collecting data unless you are going to make use of it and share it with
colleagues/stakeholders. Producing a written report of the evaluation process can be very
useful – even if it is a short summary. Think about who will read the report and tailor the
5

 Alison James 2007
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content to their needs. A report should include the context for the evaluation study; details
of aims and objectives; a description of the project; details of methodology; a summary of
evidence (the data itself may form an appendix to the report); an overview of the project;
conclusions and recommendations.
Ideally any visitor study should be part of a larger research strategy to which everyone in the
organisation is committed.

15.

Template for evaluation/visitor research reports6

1. (Executive) summary



One-side summary of the report, informed by
the key findings and key recommendations

2. Introduction/context




The context for evaluation/research
Aim of the report

3. Approach/methodology



Purpose of the study (aims, objectives,
measures, research questions)
Basic data about the people taking part
When the evaluation/research took place and
the timetable
Sample
Evaluation/research tools used
Incentives
Who carried out the evaluation/research
Informed by interpreting the key findings
(adding context to the findings from your own
experience or other research)




4. Key recommendations







5. Key findings/conclusions





6. Summary of findings



7. Appendices





6

Informed by analysing collated data (through
analysis you will have compared and contrasted
the findings against the intended outcomes,
research questions).
If appropriate you can relate your findings to
other policies in the organisation, mission
statements or local, regional, national policies
and strategies?
Collated data (where you stack the findings
together)
Evaluation/research tools e.g. evaluation
framework, interview questions, focus group
discussion guide etc.
Raw data e.g. transcription of focus group

Developed by Jo Graham & Nicky Boyd
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16.

Sampling7

Why should you select a sample?
You do not need to collect a lot of information from every single visitor, all of the time. It will
waste both your time and that of your visitors. For most research a representative sample is
sufficient. For example, if you are collecting demographic data about your visitors you should
do so over a ‘typical’ period of time, eg. a week or a month in the spring or autumn including
weekends and weekdays; mornings and afternoons and holiday time and non-holiday time.

How many people do you need to ask?
Qualitative data involves smaller sample sizes (e.g. 10-20 in-depth interviews; 2-4 focus
groups). You will find that you don’t need to consult very many people before you start
getting the same kind of information.
A smaller sample is more appropriate when the purpose is to gather ideas or identify
problems and issues (e.g. one focus group of seven children might be enough to give you
feedback on a mocked-up website).
You don’t necessarily need to ensure you consult a wide range of people, e.g. if your project
is focusing on families you only need to talk to families; or alternatively schools, older people
or community groups. If this is the case it is OK to consult only people from these audience
groups. If you want to get feedback from a wider range of audiences you could hold a focus
group with one or two representatives from each target audience group.

Quantitative data involves larger sample sizes (e.g. 60 questionnaires or 40 telephone
interviews). You need to ask at least 100 people before you start expressing results as
percentages otherwise it can be misleading.
A rule of thumb is to aim for 10-20% of your total group (e.g. every 5th or 10th visitor to an
exhibition, between 1/5 or 1/10 of the teachers who bring a group to a workshop). For
example, you may decide to hand a questionnaire out to one visitor an hour, on the hour.
Consulting a greater number of people does not make your results more valid or more
representative. What is more important is who you ask – you need to ensure they are
representative of the group or audience overall (e.g. the same proportion of male/female,
different ethnicities, age ranges, urban/rural, etc.). More is not necessarily better - a huge
sample will take a long time to analyse and is not likely to give you different information

7

 Alison James 2007
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than a smaller representative sample. About 40-60 individuals are required in order to
provide a pool large enough for most kinds of quantitative analysis.

Audiences London published a really useful how-to guide about how to effectively
commission research and there’s a good section on sampling. So the question is ‘how many
people do we need to talk to, so that the results are meaningful?’
http://swfed.org.uk/images/resources/Users__Visitors/evaluation/Guide_Commissioning_user
_Research_AL_Sept10.pdf
As a general rule of thumb, a sample of around 350 for total audience/visitor figures of
5000+ is acceptable.
Audiences London published a table which outlines some relatively good target sample sizes,
based on the total audience size:
Total audience size

200
500
1,000
10,000
200,000
1,000,000

Good target sample size
Based on margin of error of 5%
at 95% confidence level8
132
217
278
370
384
384

Sample size calculator
http://www.macorr.com/sample-size-calculator.htm

17.

Different ways of using visitor research and evaluation data













Seeking funding
Grant applications
Audience Development Plan
Activity Plan
Marketing/Marketing Strategy
Track advertising and marketing
Visitor segmentation
Programming
Opening hours
Exhibition development
Use in advocacy
Use in promotion

8

e.g. if 60% of the sample rated their visit as excellent we can be 95% sure that between 55% and 65%
of the whole audience would also have rated their visit as excellent
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18.

Benchmarking against other organisations
Decision making
Improvements and change
Forward Plan

Useful information

There are two ACE funded initiatives for museums to address some of their audience
research needs:
a) Visitor Finder (Audience Agency funded by ACE)
http://www.theaudienceagency.org/audience-finder/visitor-finder/
Visitor Finder is the museums strand of Audience Finder, funded by Arts Council England, to
help museums to understand and use visitor data more effectively.
By working as a cluster with peer museums in your local area, Visitor Finder will help you to
understand more about your visitors in the context of other museums. It provides insights
into the demographics and profile, proximity, behaviour, attitudes and motivations of your
visitors.
Visitor Finder will support you with:
Audience development: identify hot and cold spots in your local area
Advocacy: collect evidence about the impacts you make
Reporting: obtain proof of your audience reach and profile
Planning: understand how visitors rate the quality of their visit
£275 (+VAT) per museum to join

b) Visitor Verdict (AIM funded by ACE until end September 2015)
A free visitor experience benchmarking service for AIM members to improve resilience.
Provided by AIM in association with its survey partner BDRC Continental. Especially designed
for museums. Results for your museum are anonymously benchmarked against similar
museums. Designed to be sustainable at low cost after Sept 2015.
http://www.bdrc-continental.com/business-sectors/culture-leisure/aimvisitorverdict/
What is the Service?
Free service set up by AIM and funded by Arts Council England




Easy to use online system
Real-time results
Benchmark against similar museums
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Developed using best practice from the ALVA Visitor Experience Benchmarking
Survey

Helps you to...
 Measure the visitor experience at your museum
 Prioritise improvements
 Attract and retain sponsors/funders
 Contribute to accreditation requirements
 Guide staff training
 Inform marketing decisions
The process
1) Collect visitor email addresses
2) Upload emails to the online system
3) Survey invites are sent automatically by the system
4) View results privately online

c) South East Museum Development website
Visit the Resources area of the South East Museum Development Programme website
southeastmuseums.org for lots of useful information and tools. Select the tags ‘Audience
development’ and ‘Evaluation’ in particular.
d) SW FED website (lots of excellent online resources!)
http://www.swfed.org.uk/resources/accreditation
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Consulting users and non-users - SW Fed and Renaissance SW, 2012
http://www.swfed.org.uk/resources/accreditation/users-a-their-experiences/users-and-nonusers
How to write an Audience Development Plan - MLA East Midlands, 2006 & How to develop a
community profile - MLA East Midlands, 2006
http://www.swfed.org.uk/resources/activities-a-programmes/marketing/audiencedevelopment
Consultation techniques
http://www.swfed.org.uk/resources/usersvisitors/audience-development/consultationtechniques

e) Audience Spectrum
http://audiencefinder.org/explanations/audience-spectrum-faqs/

f) The National Statistics Socio-economic Classification
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/classifications/current-standardclassifications/soc2010/soc2010-volume-3-ns-sec--rebased-on-soc2010--usermanual/index.html
g) Neighbourhood statistics
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ Searchable database that you can use to find
comparable statistics on local areas. Coverage includes health, deprivation, economy and
education.
h) Visitor Studies Group
www.visitors.org.uk/ the website of the Visitor Studies Group, a community of professionals
who work in the field of visitors studies in a range of cultural and natural heritage
organisations. It contains news, resources, links, notice of events and much more.

i) Group for Education in Museums (GEM)
Online discussion list GEM@JISCMAIL.AC.UK

j) Audience research and evaluation reports on museum websites
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Natural History Museum: http://nhm.ac.uk/about-us/visitor-research/index.html
V&A evaluation: http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/l/evaluation-at-the-v-and-a/ &
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/v/visitors/
British Museum
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/research_projects/all_current_projects/visitor_resear
ch.aspx

k) Audience Research Unit at the Australian Museum
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Audience-Research
l) Data Protection Advice and Guidance for Charities from Information
Commissioner’s Office
http://ico.org.uk/for_organisations/sector_guides/charity
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